
BRECKLAND COUNCIL 
 
Report of Mark Stokes Deputy Chief Executive Officer and Steve Udberg Head of 
Asset Management to the 
COUNCIL – 15 JANUARY 2010 
 
THETFORD ENTERPRISE PARK 
 

1. Purpose of Report 

1.1 To bring back for Councils determination, the finalised proposal to proceed with the 
Thetford Enterprise Park project. This updates previous Cabinet approval CAB 03/06 
to develop the project in conjunction with REV delivery. 

 

2. Recommendations 
 It is recommended that the Council: 
 
2.1 Agree to proceed with the project as per the Funding Agreement between Breckland 

Council and EEDA and the Collaboration Agreement between Breckland Council and 
The Crown Estate, this entails the following actions: 

  
         2.1.1 Approve the additional funding of £903,800 to enable a total budget of 

£2,909,800  
         2.1.2 Authorise signing of the Collaboration Agreement with The Crown Estate 
         2.1.3 Authorise signing of the EEDA Funding Agreement and accept EEDA funding of 

£1.5 m to be used directly on this project. 
 2.1.4 Agree to cash flow the project as detailed in the Proforma B (Appendix 1) 
         2.1.5 Contribute sliver of land, registered as NK378721, at a value of £13,000 
     
2.2    Agree to vest delegated authority in the Leader and CEO to legally complete the 

Collaboration and Funding Agreements, following legal due diligence. 

 
Note:  In preparing this report, due regard has been had to equality of opportunity, 
human rights, prevention of crime and disorder, environmental and risk management 
considerations as appropriate.  Relevant officers have been consulted in relation to any 
legal, financial or human resources implications and comments received are reflected in 
the report. 
 

3. Information, Issues and Options 

 
3.1       The Thetford Enterprise Park (TEP) is the £7.6m physical regeneration element 

within Breckland’s Rural Enterprise Valley (REV) programme that seeks to support 
advanced engineering and motor sport businesses along the A11 corridor from 
Thetford to Attleborough. 

 
3.2        TEP will provide a high quality business park on 44 acres of prime development land 

fronting the A11 at Thetford and will have regional significance.  TEP is being 
delivered through a Collaboration Agreement between Breckland Council and The 
Crown Estate with funding support from the East of England Development Agency 
(EEDA) and Norfolk County Council. 

 
3.3        TEP will help to address current and future infrastructure and job requirements 

forecasted to 2021.  TEP will have sustainability and low carbon principles 
embedded into its DNA and will kick start the development of Thetford and the A11 
corridor and be the business gateway to Norfolk. 

 
3.4       Outline planning consent has been granted for a new Business Park of new 

commercial buildings to include a mix of B1, B2 and B8 industrial properties as well 



as hotel space.  This site represents the only strategic site for Norfolk County 
Council’s Strategic Employment Site Study (March 2005) for Thetford and is 
expected to accommodate some 750,000 sq ft of commercial buildings. 

 
3.5        TEP is a key project for BDC in the Moving Thetford Forum Agenda.  It is probably  

the largest current project currently being taken forward, and it will deliver very 
significant economic employment and regenerative benefits to Thetford.  These 
outputs have been quantified and defined as follows:- 

 
- 25 jobs created in 2011/12 and 475 in later years 
- 25 jobs safeguarded in 2011/12 and 475 safeguarded in later years 
- 2 new business attracted to the region 
- £4.540m public sector regeneration investment  
- £40m private sector regeneration investment 
- 16 hectares of Greenfield land treated for commercial industrial floorspace 
- 2 hectares of land treated for soft end use 
- 750,000 sq ft of new commercial floorspace created 

 
3.6        Following completion of infrastructure the site will be offered on a serviced 

development plot basis or alternatively bespoke buildings are offered on either a 
long leasehold or freehold basis.   

 
             The Marketing and Disposals Plan (MDP) seeks to identify the most likely demand 

for commercial land and buildings in Thetford and to construct a marketing strategy 
which is suitably market facing.  Setting out how the Collaborative partners propose 
to develop and promote the site to meet the project objectives, the MDP further 
outlines the disposals policy and what processes and arrangements are in place to 
manage and monitor the delivery of the Plan. 

 
            The MDP considers both Collaborative Partners corporate marketing and disposal 

policies and specifically those set out in the Collaboration Agreement and the East of 
England Development Agency (EEDAs) Funding Agreement with Breckland Council. 

 
            It is intended that the implementation of this MDP and the delivery of the subsequent 

plan will be the joint responsibility of both the Collaborative partners who will use 
their combined corporate and project resources to ensure the objectives of the 
project are met.  EEDA and NCC will support the marketing effort through promoting 
the project sub-regionally and regionally through existing appropriate corporate 
promotional initiatives and events, websites and publications. 

 
3.7       Thetford has a relatively large and solid base of manufacturing / processing and 

distribution industries partly stemming from its legacy as a re-location centre from 
London during the 1950s and 1960s.  Rental and capital values are cheaper relative 
to nearby regional centres such as Newmarket and Norwich and partly because of 
this, most commercial properties within Thetford are occupied. 

 
3.8       Over the past 30 years or so there has been little in the way of new development 

apart from bespoke buildings built for specific businesses.  Also, there is a general 
lack of brown field sites in the area for development which has been a key constraint 
for development and provision of new space. 

 
3.9      The lack of new industrial / warehouse buildings provides  for a perception that there 

is a good level of latent demand for new, modern space both from an operational 
point of view and to meet business aspirations.  A current Enquiry Schedule setting 
out occupier interest is included in the Appendix. 

 
3.10     With the final section of dualling to the A11 planned, Thetford is likely to witness an 

increase in demand for all types of commercial space given the improvement in 
communications this will deliver, and as the economy improves moving forward. 

            The vast majority of market demand is for industrial and warehouse type 



accommodation.  This is perhaps unsurprising and is reflective of the existing types 
of space business occupies in Thetford.  The latest information regarding dualling of 
the A11 is that the current Inquiry adjourned in late November to consider new traffic 
data from the Highways Agency.  The Inquiry re-opens in late January.  The 
Highways Agency position is that work is anticipated to start late 2010 and the route 
completed in 2013.  Practical completion of TEP infrastructure is scheduled for 
Spring 2012. 

 
3.11     In no particular order we set out below a series of USP’s for the TEP: 
 

• A11 frontage and dualling of the A11 

• Only strategic employment site allocated in Thetford 

• Significant latent demand within Thetford for industrial/warehouse accommodation 
and hotel provision 

• Limited supply of larger buildings (in excess of 20,000 sq ft) 

• Plot price is competitive and offers a discount on other locations 

• Support/involvement from both the Local Authority, County Authority and EEDA 

• No immediate competitor sites (within Thetford) 

• Location – Thetford’s unique position on the A11 between Norwich and Cambridge, 
proximity to the Outer Harbour Project at Yarmouth, and the port of Felixstowe, 
proximity to London’s 3rd Airport, and Norwich Airport, and central position within the 
Eastern Region area. 

 
3.12    All joint marketing activity will refer to the TEP as an element of the overall Rural 

Enterprise Valley (REV) programme and the role of the Park as a strategic 
employment site for the growth of Thetford and the wider development plans along 
the A11 corridor from Thetford to Norwich.  The overall primary objective and 
outcome for this project is to create and safeguard 1000 jobs for the Thetford area 
over the period 2010 to 2018/19 as well as unlocking and complementing the 
developments under the “Moving Thetford Forward” programme. 

 
3.13    The project has been conceived and formulated since its inception as a regeneration 

project, whereby CE retain ownership of land and BDC install infrastructure and make 
the site ‘ready for market’.  Since the outset it was apparent that, due to disparity 
between costs and values, gap funding was required to get the project off the ground 
and BDC have been successful in attracting the necessary financial support from 
EEDA.  Because the project was conceived in this way BDC will need to act as the 
accountable body for EEDA and act as developer for CE on the main infrastructure 
works. 

3.14    This project is to ensure that an otherwise redundant area of Crown Estate land be 
brought forward to the market for development as a major business park, central to 
the creation of significant employment opportunity that will be essential to support 
the forecast growth of the Town. 

3.15   This project has taken 9 years of encouragement and negotiation by Breckland 
Council and The Crown Estate to be able to turn the feasibility into a viable solution, 
with viability only finally being secured by gaining £1.5m gap funding from EEDA. 

 

4.0 Issues 

4.1 The site requires servicing with infrastructure before any development or sales can 
be considered. The difficulties of the site itself (steep contours) and the infrastructure 
requirements being so extensive mean that the site is more expensive to service 
than the resultant sales would recuperate. i.e. without the public sector intervention 
which can draw in the EEDA gap funding, this land would remain not commercially 
viable and would not be developed. 

             EEDA have remained supportive to maintaining allocation of funding based on 
drawdown of £1m in this current financial year.  CE have continued with adequate 



lead in activities to place BDC in a position to take the project forward and expend 
sufficient funding by end of March 2010, albeit that this timescale is now exceedingly 
tight.  If we do not achieve this milestone, EEDA cannot guarantee sufficient future 
funding.  Consequently it is now critical to obtain Council approval, such that the 
project can proceed immediately upon successful completion of legal due diligence. 

4.2 The site is adjacent to the A11 and Mundford Road, located behind existing 
industrial estates and is therefore a strategic development site for Thetford and an 
opportunity to create a prime and prominent modern park to uplift the economic 
attractiveness of Thetford. 

4.3  The creation of the new business park will enable retention of several significant 
employers in the Town who would otherwise have to seek more suitable premises 
outside of Thetford and Breckland. This in turn will create a “domino effect” 
improvement and further SME growth around the Town, from the release of capacity 
and/or opportunity to create improved replacement premises. 

4.4 The creation of the new business park will enable new business to be attracted to 
Thetford. 

 
4.5       The Collaboration Agreement between CE and BDC in brief summary, contains 

provisions covering the following aspects: 
 

1. The land forms the subject of the Collaboration between the parties, and  
       remains in the freehold ownership of the CE. 

 
2. BDC will be responsible for procurement and provision of the new 

infrastructure essentially comprising main spine road, drainage and major 
utility supplies into the site. 

 
3. The Agreement period is 10 years. 

 
4. There is an agreed provisional Marketing and Disposals Plan, capable of 

ongoing review. 
 

5. There is an agreed provisional Master Plan (see Appendix) showing 
anticipated site layout, capable of ongoing review. 

 
6. The Agreement is conditional on completion of the Funding Agreement with 

EEDA to secure the £1.5m funding amount.  NCC funding of £50K is also 
recorded. 

 
7. The objective is to install the infrastructure, to market and dispose of the land 

by way of long leases or freehold disposal, and maximise sale proceeds to 
reimburse the costs and maximise profit for distribution to the CE and BDC. 

 
8. The Project Execution Plan (see Appendix), which is an integral part of the 

EEDA Funding Agreement sets out the fundamental principles, objectives of 
the contributing organisations, approach and project organisation structure for 
the delivery of the project. 

 
9. Governance will be through the Steering Board (CE two nominees; BDC two 

nominees; EEDA one) and Operational Group (composition set out in PEP 
but broadly Carter Jonas (advisors to CE) two nominees; BDC two nominees; 
EEDA at liberty to attend, others e.g: NCC, Project Manager etc) Steering 
Board and Operational Group will work within the projects limits granted by 
the Legal Agreements and will not override CE and Council statutory 
obligations. 

 
10. CE and BDC have right of pre-emption to ‘purchase’ any plot of land from the 

Collaboration and develop themselves.  CE has priority over BDC. 



 
11. Termination is possible in event of material breach by either party, insufficient 

costs have been incurred by end March 2010 (to trigger EEDA funding), 
Infrastructure Works tender prices are excessive, or infrastructure works have 
not been completed by agreed backstop date. 

 
12. CE have confirmed that, as freeholders, they are pursuing the possibility of 

getting a supermarket onto the site.  BDC has confirmed that such use is in 
contravention of planning policy and is unable to support such a proposal and 
must oppose the use as planning authority.  The Agreement anticipates that 
the site area involved of approx 7 acres, is treated as a deferred site area in 
respect of marketing. The CE as freeholder can therefore pursue a planning 
application for such a supermarket use entirely at their own cost and risk for a 
maximum period anticipated to be four years.  It is the CE’s prerogative as 
freeholder to pursue such a course.  In the event of say a planning enquiry 
and a refusal, the deferred site area will be taken forward and completed as 
part of the business park. 

 
4.6        The Funding Agreement between BDC and EEDA envisages, in brief summary:- 
 

       1, EEDA funding of £1.5 m 
 

       2, Sustainability standards 
 
       3, Minimum standards – infrastructure CEEQUAL “very good”; buildings 

BREEAM “very good” 
 
       4, Procurement procedures and building contract format  
 
       5, Infrastructure works longstop date, and start date 
 
       6, Funding conditions which will require resourcing and management input by 

BDC 
 
       7, Policy management and progress reporting to EEDA by BDC 
 
       8, Delivery of infrastructure through the Project Execution Plan and Master Plan, 

and Marketing and Disposals Plan. 
 
       9, Definition of economic outputs 
 

                  10, Milestone programme. 
 

4.7       The development programme will provide for the following key milestone dates:- 

                   Completion of legal documentation                            Jan 2010 

                   Design brief from CE                                                  Feb 2010 

                   BDC out to tender for detail design                            Mar 2010 

                   BDC out to tender for Infrastructure construction      Nov 2010 

                   Award Infrastructure Contract                                    April 2011 

                   Start on Site                                                               June 2011 

                   Practical Completion                                                  April 2012 

4.8 In relation to the Development Appraisal and Proforma B the following points 
should be noted:- 

a) The Appraisal is based on a relatively optimistic assessment of land values 
and sales disposals.  TEP will provide a new type of product in Thetford and 



will be positioned to fulfil this type of demand.  The Appraisal has been 
‘signed off’ by Carter Jonas Chartered Surveyors (see Appendix) as being 
realistic.  A less optimistic assessment produces a break even, or negative 
result.  The Proforma B based on the adopted appraisal shows a 
development profit of approx £296K each to CE and BDC on TEP.  This 
shows a straightforward return (without allowance for cashflow) on cost to 
BDC of approx 14% (based on cost of £2.2m) achieved over the period of 
the collaboration agreement.  This percentage return does not take in to 
account previous REV expenditure. 

b) Profit sharing arrangements are set out in the Collaboration Agreement.  
Broadly disposal proceeds are split between CE and BDC until joint 
expenditure is reimbursed taking into account cash and Iand input. 

Secondly when sale proceeds exceeds what the collaboration has expended 
the excess is split 62% to BDC (which includes EEDA 24%) and 38% to CE 
until such time as EEDA contribution is fully repaid.  Finally any profit is split 
50/50 to the collaboration. 

c) The Appraisal is based on two continuous phases.  Anticipated costs to          
completion of infrastructure are approximately £5.9m, with further costs of 
approximately £1.7m funded from sales proceeds.  The further costs will be 
determined having regard to occupier requirements and demand needs. 

d) Cashflowing of the project will take place whereby EEDA funding will 
proceed in the first instance, BDC secondly, and CE thirdly. 

e) Anticipated completion of the infrastructure is April 2012, i.e: two years 
hence.  The project consequently will be significantly derisked and 
positioned for the economic upturn and be well positioned as the market 
strengthens. 

 

5.0 Options 

5.1 Proceed with the project: 

 Advantages: Creation of new employment and the key to creating regeneration 
opportunities throughout the Town, all in support of the needs of Moving Thetford 
Forward. One off opportunity to gain the EEDA £1.5m gap funding to make this 
project viable. 

 Disadvantages: Potential to not fully recover the Councils funding input and tie up 
of £2.2m capital for 3-10years. (Development Appraisal anticipates sales after 2 
years and repayments commence 3 year with expected balance at 5 years. Any 
profit materialising after year 5.) 

5.2 No longer pursue this project 

 Advantages:  No financial risk 

 Disadvantages: No alternative to making substantial contribution to growth of the 
Town. The gap funding opportunity to bring this land forward will probably never 
exist again. 

6.0 Reasons for Recommendation(s) 

6.1 The project has always been pursued for the regeneration benefits to the Town and 
these are even more paramount today through the recent impacts of the “credit 
crunch”  

6.2 There is no better way to achieve the substantial requirements for Moving Thetford 
Forward to be supported through the Economic Development agenda. 
 
 



6.3 This is the most significant industrial and commercial expansion development for 
the Town in over 20 years. 

7.0. Risk and Financial Implications 

7.0 Risk  

7.1 Not meet EEDA outputs – repayment of £1.5m grant 

7.2 Not fully sell or develop the business park not recover all funding 

7.3  Development Appraisal not hold true then figures may decrease as well as increase 
profit level. (Reliance on Crown Estate advisors costs) 

7.4 Potential damage to working partner relationships with The Crown Estate and 
EEDA if we do not proceed. 

7.5  Potential damage to Breckland Council image if failure to deliver what it has 
promised so long. 

7.6  At time of preparing this report the VAT resolution has not been fully confirmed and 
remains a risk to Breckland Council although Crown Estate have been assured 
they will be able to recover their VAT.  In the interim, discussions with Carter Jonas 
advising CE have agreed a position to address a worst case scenario whereby the 
parties can decide not to proceed at future points if there remains to be adverse 
VAT risk remaining prior to entering into new contractual commitments, equally 
sharing any exposure to VAT costs to that point. 

7.7 Financial  

7.8 Proforma B is attached 

8.0 Legal Implications 

8.1 Due diligence review of the Collaboration Agreement and Funding Agreement will 
take place prior to sign up. 

9.0 Other Implications    

a) Equalities: ‘There are no Equalities implications’ 

b) Section 17, Crime & Disorder Act 1998: None 

c) Section 40, Natural Environment & Rural Communities Act 2006: None 

d) Human Resources: None 

e) Human Rights:  None 

f) Other:  [e.g. Children’s Act 2004] None 

10.0 Alignment to Council Priorities 

10.1 This project supports the Councils priority “Prosperous Communities”, in particular, 
the objective “to encourage inward investment and the diversification of the local 
economy” and “to promote the start-up and growth of local businesses and the 
strengthening of Breckland’s entrepreneurial culture”  

11.0 Ward/Community Affected 

11.1 All of Thetford, its rural hinterland and the REV corridor to Attleborough 

 
 



 
Background Papers 
Cabinet Approval CAB 03/06 
BDC District Solicitor letter dated 8 Nov 05 
 
Lead Contact Officer: 
Name/Post: Steve Udberg, Head of Asset Management 
Telephone: 01362 656324 
Email: Steve.Udberg@breckland.gov.uk 
 
Key Decision Status (Executive Decisions only): 
This is a Key Decision 
 
Appendices attached to this report:  
 
1, Proforma B 
 
2, Development Appraisal (Reference Carter Jonas Scenario C dated 23/12/2009) 
 
3, PEP (version 1.4a email extract) 
 
4, Marketing and Disposals Plan (Reference Carter Jonas February 2009) 
 
5, Enquiry Schedule (Carter Jonas – December 2009) 
 
6, Masterplan (Reference “Reserved plot July 2009”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


